
Long Term Success Plan - 1984

Do You Want To Create Long Term Wealth?

…Or are you looking for a “get rich quick” scheme?

Everyone should be familiar with the tech company Apple, so I’d like to use
them as a prime example for you.

Let’s talk about 2 key scenarios that would have benefited you well:

1) According to Yahoo Finance, if you would have invested $1,000 dollars
into Apple about 10 years ago, your investment would be in good
standing today. That thousand dollar investment made sometime
around March 2012 would be worth approximately $7,995 dollars; a
699.56% gain.

Let’s go back further…

2) Data collected from a range of financial analysts shows that if you had
been able to invest in the year that Apple aired its 1984 Super Bowl
XVIII commercial, that same $1,000 dollars would be worth at least
$1,300,000 dollars today; based on a price of $173 dollars for Apple
shares at the time of writing.

This means that you would own around 7,600 shares of Apple.

Would this have benefited you?

Today it’s extremely hard to find credible businesses that perform at this
level. Unless you’re able to do intensive research almost 24 hours a day, you
will have a hard time finding that one diamond amongst the millions of
coals.

What makes that diamond though, and can this process be duplicated?

With technology, diamonds can be naturally pressed, artificially created, and
synthetically generated… Even though we aren’t creating diamonds, we are
definitely creating a company that is growing at the rates of Apple 1984.



Our company BRIODS Corporation Of America has been founded on the
three fundamental pillars of success; Mindset, Media, and Music. We have
found out by way of third-party technical analysis that Mindset, Media, and
Music are the most dominant forces in not just business, but the world.

1) Mindset because without the proper mindset you’ll never succeed.
2) Media because if nobody sees you or hears about you, nobody cares.
3) Music because everyone loves music, even people that don’t like it.

Given that most millionaires have at least 7 streams of income, over time we
have expanded our focus into other areas such as: (4) Merchandising,
(5) Marketing, (6) Management, & (7) Money Lending.

Like Apple, we are offering the opportunity to invest early before prices
skyrocket.

The first round of investing for Apple was only $0.13 cents per share in 1984,
that value grew to over $173 dollars per share at points in 2021 and 2022; this
is a 132,976.92% increase over 38 years.

These numbers aren’t fantasy, they’re real, and they’re achievable,
sometimes all it takes is mixing the right vision with a proper strategy.

We have set these things in place not just for our success, but for your
benefit. Initial shares are starting at $0.05 cents per share with packages of
(A) $100 dollars, (B) $450 dollars, and (C) $1,500 dollars; these packages equal
to: (A) 2,000 shares, (B) 9,000 shares, and (C) 30,000 shares.

Our projected growth pattern for BRIODS Corporation Of America is to
experience a tri-fold of consistent, measurable, and sustainable results. We
expect our value to increase substantially from $200,000 to well over
$250,000,000 dollars in time. We don’t expect it to take 30 years, but just like
in real estate mortgage brokering, the investment is generally calculated on
30 year terms to validate the loan of $100,000 dollars or more.

Of course there are all different types of ways to invest, our way is simplified
and quantified for your benefit. Great success.

Learn More Here // Email: briods.corp@gmail.com
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